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Let X be an n-dimensional subvariety of degree d of projective space 
PV. Holme [2] uses his theory of embedding obstructions to show that, 
if X is a smooth surface, it can be embedded in P3 via a projection if the 
following well-known necessary numerical conditions hold: 
(i) deg K, = d(d - 4); 
(ii) (Kx2) = (d - 4)2d; 
(iii) p,(X) = &(d - l)(d - 2)(d - 3). 
It turns out that (i) suffices, and the criterion generalizes to higher 
dimensional varieties which may be singular. Note that a hypersurface 
is linearly normal, i.e., any variety projecting isomorphically onto it has 
codimension one in its linear span. Therefore, the existence of a linear 
projection embedding X in Pn+l is equivalent to X having codimension 
one in its linear span. 
THEOREM. Assume X is not contained in any hyperplane. Then X is a 
hypersurface ;f 
deg, wx > d(d - n - 2), where wx = Ext;;;(O, , Op+-N - 1)). 
Remark. If X is a surface, then wx is isomorphic to the invertible 
sheaf Ox(d - n - 2) [l, Chap. I], and we have deg, wx = d (d - n - 2) 
(cf. proposition below). In general, if X is Cohen-Macaulay, then wx is 
the dualizing sheaf [l, Chap. I]. As it need not be invertible a priori 
outside an open dense subset, we start by working out the definition and 
some properties of the degree of a generically invertible coherent sheaf 
w on X. 
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DEFINITION. Consider the Hilbert polynomials 
We define the degree of w as the integer 
degx w = a,-, - k-1 
(cf. [1, p. 3021). 
PROPOSITION. (1) a, = b,, = d. 
(2) deg, w( 1) = deg, w + d. 
(3) Let D be ageneral hyperplane section of X (e.g., D n Ass(w) = + 
and D integral). Then 
deg, w @ OD = deg, w. 
Proof. (1) f 11 o ows from [4, Corollary 2, p. 298 and Proposition I, 
p. 3021. (2) and (3) follow from the identity 
COROLLARY. deg, w @ O,(I) = deg, w + d. 
COROLLARY. If w’ C w are generically invertible coherent sheaves on X, 
then deg, w’ < deg, w. 
Proof. We may assume X is a curve in view of (3) of the proposition. 
In this case, deg, w = x(w) - x(0,), and w/w’ has finite support. Since 
x(w) = x(4 + x(4-4 3 x(4, 
the corollary follows. 
Proof of the Theorem. Suppose X is a curve. Choose a projection 
from PN to P2 inducing a finite birational map p: X + x’ (see [5, p. 1951.) 
We have an exact sequence 
where C has finite support. The long cohomology sequence, together 
with the formula deg, w x = 2p,(X) - 2 (which holds by duality, as X 
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is Cohen-Macaulay), implies HO(X’, C) = 0. Hence, C = 0 and p is an 
isomorphism. It follows that hO(O,(l)) = hO(O,(l)) = 3 and so N = 2. 
Suppose now n > 2. Let D be a section of X by a general hyperplane 
H. Observe that D is a variety by Bertini’s Theorem, and spans H 
(see [3, footnote on p. 3171 or [6, p. 4041). By induction, n - 1 = N - 2 
will hold if deg, wg > d(d -- rz - 1). 
The exact sequence 
O+O,y(-l)-+O,+O,-+o 
yields the commutative diagram with exact rows 






Ext;-“(O,, 0(-X-l)) ---f Est;-n(O,(-l), 0(4-l)) + E&+‘(O,, 0(-A-l)) 
where 0 = O,, . By [l, 1.2.31, the lower right term is precisely wD . 
Moreover, diagram chasing shows that the dotted arrow exists and is 
injective. Hence, we have 
deg, wg 3 deg, ~~(1) @ OD = deg, wx + d > ci(rl - tz - 1) 
by the corollaries, thus completing the proof. 
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